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 1 THE COURT:  Hello.  Good afternoon,

 2 everyone.

 3 MR. LASTER:  Good afternoon, Your

 4 Honor.  This is Travis Laster for plaintiffs.  Wi th me

 5 on the l ine is Mark Lebovitch of Bernstein Litowi tz

 6 and also my cocounsel Joel Friedlander of Bouchar d,

 7 Margules & Friedlander.  And in terms of the

 8 plaintiffs, Mr. Lebovitch wil l be making any

 9 presentation or answer any questions Your Honor m ay

10 have.

11 MR. DiCAMILLO:  Your Honor, good

12 afternoon.  It's Ray DiCamillo for the Amylin

13 defendants.  With me in my office is Margot Alick s.

14 Also on the l ine is Diane McGimsey from Sull ivan &

15 Cromwell. 

16 (Telephone beeping sound) 

17 MR. MORSE:  Your Honor, this is 

18 Richard Morse, Young Conaway, for Bank of America .  

19 MR. LADIG:  Your Honor, this is Pete 

20 Ladig and Steve Brauerman of Bayard on the l ine f or 

21 Bank of New York Mellon as the trustee of -- the 

22 indenture trustee.  And also with me on the l ine is 

23 Mr. James Gadsden of Carter, Ledyard & Milburn.  He'll  

24 be making the presentation today on behalf of the  
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 1 indenture trustee.   

 2 MR. BRACEGIRDLE:  And, Your Honor,

 3 this is Thad Bracegirdle on behalf of Amylin

 4 Pharmaceutical as well.

 5 THE COURT:  All r ight.  I -- I wanted

 6 to get you all on the phone just to talk about th e

 7 scheduling and the status.  And I suppose there's  a

 8 few issues.  One was the -- the motion to fi le th e

 9 fourth amended complaint.  I have your letter,

10 Mr. DiCamillo, stating your nonobjection.

11 Is -- is there anyone else who objects

12 to that motion?

13 (No response)

14 THE COURT:  Hearing no objections,

15 that motion wil l be allowed.  So I 'l l  grant the m otion

16 to amend.

17 UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  Thank you, Your

18 Honor.

19 THE COURT:  Now, I have to confess to

20 some perplexity in terms of what's going on in te rms

21 of motion practice directed to the merits and wha t, if

22 anything, there is that wil l be -- it wil l be

23 necessary to try in this matter.

24 So I -- I think I 'm going to let you
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 1 have a stab at that to start with, Mr. Lebovitch.

 2 MR. LEBOVITCH:  Yes, Your Honor.

 3 The -- this case I guess took a twist last -- I

 4 believe it was last week or a week and a half ago  when

 5 the company asked Bank of New York to -- to agree  with

 6 its -- with the board's abili ty to approve the

 7 directors for purposes of running a contested

 8 election.  Bank of New York took no position

 9 (Inaudible) the board's right.  That's when we fi led

10 the motion for summary judgment which essentially  --

11 the indenture raises three prongs to -- to an arg ument

12 to allow the board to do what we believe its fidu ciary

13 duties require and what the board has said it wil l  do

14 if allowed to do so.

15 One is an interpretation of the plain

16 language of the contract.  The second argument is  --

17 is that if the plaintiff and the company and boar d are

18 wrong about the interpretation of the contract, w ould

19 validate the provision; and, then, third, if the

20 provision is not per se invalid, then, you know,

21 essentially there's a care claim.  So that the Co urt

22 potentially could invalidate the provision on the

23 facts of this case as opposed to a per se invalid ity.

24 We filed the motion for summary
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 1 judgment on those three bases.  It also includes a

 2 claim as to the credit agreement, which everyone

 3 agrees does not have any sort of f iduciary out or  any

 4 sort of a leverage for the board to approve.

 5 But it 's the indenture -- we fi led the

 6 motion.  And we are trying to get a ruling as to the

 7 interpretation of the contract in particular, bec ause

 8 that would resolve all claims as to the indenture .  It

 9 would resolve all claims with The Bank of New Yor k and

10 it would resolve the motion.

11 In our letter -- (Inaudible) New York

12 law makes very clear that the construction and

13 interpretation of contract can be done in summary

14 judgment and, here, Your Honor has seen the provi sion.

15 Basically this dispute is over what does the word

16 "approved" mean.  And we believe that there's sim ply

17 no extrinsic evidence or discovery that need be h ad.

18 It 's simply asking Bank of New York to explain wh at it

19 believes the word "approved" means and then the C ourt

20 can -- can make that decision.  It 's not going to  turn

21 on any document that's sitt ing in a warehouse or

22 anyone's goals or objectives.  It 's -- it 's simpl y

23 reading the contract.

24 And so we did ask for a expedited
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 1 ruling on summary judgment in general, but in

 2 particular we believe that -- that the question o f how

 3 the Court wil l interpret the indenture will simpl y

 4 resolve the claims of the indenture entirely.  An d --

 5 and, frankly, Your Honor, we -- we've now seen a

 6 letter from Bank of New York, and they're saying a lot

 7 about the intents; but they actually sti l l have n ot

 8 taken a contrary position as to what the word

 9 "approved" is really supposed to mean.  But to th e

10 extent they have that position in the letter, the

11 issue should be ripe for the Court to rule.  And --

12 THE COURT:  Well, that's all -- okay.

13 Of course it can be made ripe or I can rule on it  at

14 some point.  But what -- leaving that aside, I me an,

15 I -- I have set on my calendar -- I believe it's

16 May 4th and May 5th which we set on there as pote ntial

17 trial dates.

18 MR. LEBOVITCH:  Uh-huh.

19 THE COURT:  Now, what's wrong with

20 having these motions heard on that date, No. 1?  And

21 No. 2, what issues of fact are there going to be to

22 try?

23 MR. LEBOVITCH:  Okay.  As to the first

24 question, the -- the scope of the trial wil l be
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 1 largely shaped by any prior resolution of the sum mary

 2 judgment motion.  Again, you will -- you wil l hea r no

 3 evidence and nothing about the indenture if the

 4 blanket interpretation of the -- of the indenture , I

 5 guess, is ruled in -- in the plaintiff 's favor.  Only

 6 if the Court accepts an alternative interpretatio n of

 7 the word "approved" wil l we have any other eviden ce

 8 about the validity and enforceabil ity of the

 9 provision.  That -- again, you know, as we set fo rth

10 in our summary judgment motion, we do think these

11 provisions, if -- if the alternative interpretati on is

12 accepted, then the indenture, as interpreted, and  the

13 credit agreement, which doesn't have any approval

14 rights, are per se violations of the statute.

15 THE COURT:  Well, then -- look, I get

16 that, too, Mr. Lebovitch; but there's nothing to try

17 on that subject.  So -- 

18 MR. LEBOVITCH:  There is nothing to

19 try on that.  However, it is possible -- that's w hy we

20 carved out as part of the partial settlement a ca re

21 claim, because to the extent that the Court does not

22 agree with us that this is -- that there's nothin g to

23 try on the validity of the provision, we carved o ut

24 the abil ity to present facts and hopefully persua de
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 1 the Court that even if this provision is not per se

 2 invalid and a violation of the statute and basic

 3 Delaware law, that at least on the facts of this

 4 particular case, this -- these particular provisi ons

 5 should be invalid.  That would be the gist of the

 6 factual presentation.

 7 THE COURT:  But I understand from the

 8 information you've sent me that the only basis th at

 9 you have preserved or reserved to make that last

10 argument is -- is a duty of care claim; is that

11 correct?

12 MR. LEBOVITCH:  That -- that is --

13 yes.  In order -- in order to get the approval do ne

14 right away and eliminate that uncertainty, we agr eed

15 that we would not present claims of disloyalty or  bad

16 faith.  And -- and --

17 THE COURT:  Well, I mean, I have to

18 say I have a question in my mind as to how, even if I

19 try this matter and you convince me that the boar d had

20 breached -- as a whole had breached the duty of c are

21 in adopting one or the other or both of these

22 provisions, how that would lead to any relief wit h

23 respect to affecting the contract rights of third

24 parties.
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 1 MR. LEBOVITCH:  Well, Your Honor,

 2 one -- one way that that could happen is if -- if  the

 3 facts showed essentially no negotiation about the se

 4 provisions.  And -- and looking at how the partie s

 5 approached the negotiation of the provision, we t hink

 6 that -- that essentially an injunction or an

 7 invalidation of the provision would be a perfectl y

 8 appropriate remedy.  If the board doesn't underst and

 9 or didn't even consider what they -- what they we re

10 agreeing to, then whatever rights the noteholders , you

11 know, would claim to have would be subordinated t o the

12 rights of the shareholders.

13 THE COURT:  Do you have some -- do you

14 have some authority for that proposition?

15 MR. LEBOVITCH:  For -- for the

16 proposition that the Court can invalidate the

17 provision based on the duty of due care?

18 THE COURT:  Based on -- yes, based on

19 pure due care, that -- that someone who negotiate s

20 with the board and obtains provisions in a contra ct

21 stands to lose those provisions if some years lat er

22 stockholders convince a judge that the board didn 't

23 act with due care.  You know, not -- not that the

24 board was acting to entrench itself or that there 's
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 1 any violation of the duty of loyalty.

 2 MR. LEBOVITCH:  I -- I think, Your

 3 Honor, in the Quickturn case, in particular the

 4 Chancery Court's opinion, but the Supreme Court's

 5 opinion, is no inconsistence, that board didn't

 6 understand what they were agreeing to (Telephone

 7 beeping sound).  And that was -- again, Vice

 8 Chancellor Jacobs focused his opinion on --

 9 THE COURT:  But there really were no

10 -- there were no real third-party rights in Quick turn.

11 I mean, I -- you know, in theory.  I guess you ha ve

12 rights of holders of the poison pills, but those are

13 just the shareholders.  And that's a contract the

14 board imposed on itself.

15 But this -- these are contracts that

16 were negotiated with third parties.  And you'll  h ave

17 to get me some authority for the proposition that  a

18 finding of a board that acted without appropriate  care

19 in agreeing to a contract of this nature with a r eal

20 third party can -- that the contract can be set a side

21 or -- or blue penciled.

22 MR. LEBOVITCH:  Your Honor, okay.

23 There's cases where ESOPs have been enjoined beca use

24 they violated shareholder rights.  And so those a re
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 1 third parties.  Those are employees.  (Telephone

 2 beeping sound)  There's also the third-party righ ts of

 3 bidders.  I mean, I believe in the Paramount vers us

 4 QVC case there wasn't a finding of any bad faith.

 5 There was just an invalidation of the provision

 6 notwithstanding third-party rights.

 7 THE COURT:  Well, you'll  have to --

 8 I' ll  ask you to do this in a letter.  In any even t --

 9 MR. LEBOVITCH:  Okay.

10 THE COURT:  -- I have some -- so how

11 long wil l it take to try this care case that you want

12 to put on?  Is this a one-day presentation?

13 MR. LEBOVITCH:  What we envision, Your

14 Honor, if we get -- if we get to that point, if

15 there's no decision on the interpretation of the

16 contract, we've identif ied an expert, a -- a -- a n

17 expert about debt covenants.  The other -- we don 't

18 know yet -- we haven't gotten to the point yet of

19 whether the other parties wil l identify their own

20 experts, but we figured there would be a day of e xpert

21 testimony, and then we would have to put on evide nce

22 relating to the process of approval, which will

23 include, you know, the -- the -- we believe the

24 absence of bargaining and the lenders themselves
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 1 knowing that there was no arm's-length bargaining  over

 2 this provision.  So that -- that can also play in  --

 3 we believe, into the Court's essentially not only

 4 interpretation of the provision but -- but relief  --

 5 relief as to -- as to invalidation of the provisi on.

 6 THE COURT:  Well, that seems to be --

 7 you're trying to imply some loyalty issue in what

 8 you're saying.  I thought you had taken that out of

 9 the case.

10 MR. LEBOVITCH:  Well, what I 'm trying

11 to say, if there's no arm's-length bargaining, I mean,

12 as a matter of equity and with the precedents, yo u'd

13 say the third parties here basically have a provi sion

14 in the contract that no one -- that served no pur pose

15 other than one that's not allowed under Delaware law.

16 And we think --

17 THE COURT:  Well, that's -- that's an

18 argumentative conclusion.  I mean, it -- it presu mably

19 serves a purpose from the point of view of the

20 lenders.  In any event, Mr. Lebovitch, I -- I 'm

21 having -- I have trouble seeing how there's a who le

22 lot to try here.  I mean, even if there are two

23 competing experts, I would expect them both to be  on

24 and off in the space of a half a day.  And it 's h ard
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 1 to believe you couldn't get the rest of this done  in

 2 another half a day.  But leaving that aside -- an d

 3 I' ll  keep the two dates set aside on my calendar --

 4 why -- why should I accelerate the summary judgme nt

 5 proceedings faster than -- than -- in order to ge t

 6 everything ready for decision in what is only wha t,

 7 three weeks from today?

 8 MR. LEBOVITCH:  Your Honor, the -- the

 9 focus of the trial when it was scheduled was goin g to

10 be a -- a pure fiduciary duty question, because t he

11 parties at the time all agreed that the board had  the

12 abil ity to approve.  There was no cloud of doubt over

13 that.  That was going to be the subject matter of  the

14 trial then.  It then expanded to include the -- t he

15 validity of the credit agreement, which, at the t ime

16 that we argued the expedition, we said that may b e

17 appropriate for summary relief, and we envisioned

18 briefs on that.  But we don't get to any of that,  as

19 to the indenture at least, if the board "approved "

20 means what the plaintiff and the company and the board

21 say it means.

22 THE COURT:  All r ight.  Well, now --

23 MR. LEBOVITCH:  And as far as the

24 proxy fight --
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 1 THE COURT:  Of course you don't get

 2 there.  I understand that.  But today is the 16th  of

 3 April.  I don't have -- the briefs haven't been f i led

 4 yet.  Certainly the briefing isn't complete, and I

 5 understood from Mr. Laster's letter that he -- hi s

 6 purpose of writ ing to me was that he objected to the

 7 defendants taking unti l next Thursday instead of next

 8 Monday to answer a brief so that, I guess, then h e

 9 could fi le a brief by the end of the week and wha t?

10 --I would have a hearing during the last week in April

11 or something?  I mean, I 've got this hearing set for

12 hearing on May 4th, which is the first Monday in May.

13 That seems like that's soon enough.

14 Now --

15 MR. LEBOVITCH:  Your Honor --

16 THE COURT:  -- I haven't heard yet

17 from BONY's lawyer, Bank of New York's lawyer.

18 Mr. Ladig, I mean, is your client planning to tak e a

19 position adverse to the -- to the position the

20 company's taking?

21 UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  Your Honor -- 

22 MR. LADIG:  Your Honor, Mr. Gadsden is

23 going to respond to this query.

24 THE COURT:  All r ight, Mr. Gadsden.
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 1 Are you --

 2 MR. GADSDEN:  Thank you for hearing

 3 us.

 4 The Bank of New York agrees that --

 5 that the sensible way to handle this l it igation i s for

 6 it to be all -- all brought before you on

 7 May 4th after the factual development is complete  and

 8 the briefing is complete.

 9 The position of The Bank of New York

10 here is -- f irst, we're basically parachuting int o

11 this dispute just -- just two weeks ago.

12 THE COURT:  Join -- join the crowd.

13 So has everybody else.

14 MR. GADSDEN:  And we have -- we have

15 to develop the -- the facts and the presentation.   The

16 -- the pleadings in this case are not complete.

17 There -- there -- there's just another pending mo tion,

18 which you've just resolved, to -- to amend the

19 complaint again.  There is ongoing discovery init iated

20 by the plaintiffs seeking documents and depositio ns

21 from The Bank of New York and from the init ial

22 purchasers of the bond and their counsel on how t his

23 clause got -- got in here and what its purpose wa s.

24 We need factual development on -- on what's -- wh at's
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 1 happened to date.

 2 But the basic position of The Bank of

 3 New York is that what is -- what is occurring now  is

 4 precisely the event which this clause was designe d to

 5 address, that we have a board which is being met with

 6 a proxy fight from people that are characterized as

 7 dissidents or insurgents who say their goal is to

 8 change the management of the company.  And the pu rpose

 9 of the clause is to preserve the -- the continuit y and

10 the credit of -- of the -- that was in place at t he

11 time that the bonds were sold.  That's why it tal ks

12 about -- it makes it a change of control or a

13 fundamental change if the -- the then-members of the

14 board or people selected by the then-members of t he

15 board are -- are no longer the board.

16 And -- and what happened here was,

17 faced with --

18 THE COURT:  I -- I, you know --

19 MR. GADSDEN:  -- as far as we

20 developed it to date, faced -- faced with a slate  from

21 Icahn and Eastbourne, the board deliberated and s aid

22 it was not in the best interests of the company t o

23 have those people go on the board and -- and that  a

24 different slate of 12 people were the ones that w ere
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 1 approved by the board to proceed.

 2 And we -- we would l ike to -- to

 3 develop the full facts, present them to you.  We wil l

 4 brief on the schedule that's already been establi shed,

 5 which in itself is an extremely accelerated sched ule,

 6 on what involves put rights for -- or repurchase

 7 rights for $575 mill ion worth of bonds.

 8 THE COURT:  That -- that -- that are

 9 tied -- that are by their nature tied to proxy fi ghts.

10 So the -- the exigency is exactly that which is

11 contemplated by the -- by the provision itself.

12 Now, are you going to be in a position

13 to fi le your brief by next -- by the 23rd?

14 MR. GADSDEN:  We -- we would prefer

15 the schedule that was init ially established, whic h is

16 opening briefs on the 23rd, responding briefs on the

17 27th, and replies on the -- on the 30th.  I 'm -- 

18 THE COURT:  Maybe I misunderstood.

19 So --

20 MR. GADSDEN:  I don't have the

21 schedule right in front of me, but we feel that t hat

22 was the right schedule.  And we would like to pro ceed

23 on that.

24 THE COURT:  Well, what is -- someone
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 1 tell me what -- someone from the plaintiff's side  tell

 2 me what the schedule is.  Mr. Laster or -- or

 3 Mr. Lebovitch.

 4 MR. LEBOVITCH:  The 23rd, according to

 5 the existing schedule, is the date for us to fi le  our

 6 pretrial brief, and the 28th was going to be the

 7 defendants' opposition briefs, and then May 1st w as

 8 going to be the reply.  We're trying to revise th e

 9 schedule with all these parties, but we did not p lan

10 to change that schedule.  So the 23rd would be ou r

11 opening pretrial brief.

12 THE COURT:  You didn't plan to change

13 it?

14 MR. LEBOVITCH:  I mean, we -- no party

15 has suggested changing the brief -- the briefing

16 schedule.  We're working out deadlines on the

17 discovery.  We have to accommodate people, but we  were

18 going to file our opening pretrial -- we can move

19 that.  We can move that.

20 And, Your Honor, I mean, just --

21 just -- 

22 THE COURT:  Well, I'm reading

23 Mr. Laster's letter, which is really what prompte d me

24 to get you all on the phone, and on the third pag e in
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 1 the middle paragraph it says, "Plaintiffs asked B ank

 2 of New York to fi le its answering brief on Monday , the

 3 20th.  Bank of New York insisted on fi ling its

 4 answering brief on Thursday, the 23rd."

 5 Now, is that not correct information?

 6 MR. LEBOVITCH:  No; that -- that's

 7 correct information.

 8 (Telephone ringing)

 9 THE COURT:  Well, that's not what

10 Mr. -- 

11 MR. LEBOVITCH:  I understood Your

12 Honor to be asking about the existing schedule wh ich

13 is (Telephone ringing) for a pretrial (Telephone

14 ringing) plaintiffs on April 23rd.  There was no

15 schedule for a summary judgment brief (Telephone

16 ringing).  So when we fi led the summary judgment

17 brief, we had to work out with the -- the -- the

18 counterparties on that motion, which is Bank of N ew

19 York and Bank of America, a schedule.

20 THE COURT:  All r ight.  I 'm just going

21 to make this easy.  I'm not having separate summa ry

22 judgment proceedings that aren't t ied to the

23 May 4th date.  So if you want to call it your pre trial

24 brief or your answering brief, the motion for sum mary
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 1 judgment, whatever, work out a schedule that gets  me

 2 the briefs, you know, in time to have this matter

 3 fully understood by me by May -- by May 4th.  And  I

 4 don't see any reason to have separate briefing on

 5 the -- this, that, and the other thing.  Certainl y not

 6 from Bank of New York.

 7 So ... you know, I may not -- what I 'm

 8 just saying may not make complete sense, and I su ppose

 9 in some sense you're going to give me some pretri al

10 materials on matters that aren't covered in your

11 summary judgment briefs.  But certainly the core

12 issues that are in this summary judgment I want

13 briefed in the summary judgment briefs.  I don't want

14 them in the pretrial briefs.  Is that clear?

15 MR. LEBOVITCH:  I -- I think so.  I

16 think -- well, from here -- it is -- it is, Your

17 Honor, in that Bank of New York should make a

18 submission and Bank of America, to the extent tha t

19 that's in play, make a submission responding to o ur

20 summary judgment briefs on April 23rd.

21 THE COURT:  Well, is that -- is that a

22 date that's been set or is that what you're askin g

23 for?

24 MR. LEBOVITCH:  Well -- well, we were
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 1 asking for the 20th; and -- and our focus with Ba nk of

 2 New York was we wanted to know their position on the

 3 contract, because the facts don't matter if -- if

 4 their position on the contract was not different from

 5 ours.  And now what we're hearing is they're goin g to

 6 focus on the intent behind the language, not on t he

 7 language.

 8 But if what I 'm hearing from Your

 9 Honor is you want them to file essentially one su mmary

10 judgment response -- I thought -- I thought Your Honor

11 was saying that you wanted the response on the 23 rd.

12 Because Bank of New York, by the way, has agreed -- 

13 THE COURT:  I misunderstood -- I

14 misunderstood Mr. Travis -- Mr. Laster's letter.  Now,

15 I didn't understand that the existing schedule

16 contemplated The Bank of New York brief on the 27 th,

17 but that's what Mr. Gadsden tells me was the sche dule.

18 I don't intend to alter that.

19 Now, is that -- am I -- am I

20 expressing myself clearly?  Am I contradicting

21 understandings you already had?

22 MR. LEBOVITCH:  Well, let me -- since

23 Bank of America is on the phone but wasn't part o f --

24 with Bank of America they agreed to fi le a respon se to
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 1 our summary judgment motion on the 22nd.

 2 THE COURT:  22nd, all right.  Well,

 3 then I --

 4 MR. LEBOVITCH:  On the 22nd.  They

 5 agreed to provide a response on the 22nd.  And --

 6 and -- and, again, the reason -- that was an

 7 accommodation (Telephone beeping sound); but we w anted

 8 to get Bank of New York's position first because they

 9 have an issue that doesn't apply to Bank of Ameri ca,

10 and that's, again, the interpretation of the cont ract,

11 which we felt was essentially an isolated issue t hat

12 would resolve everything on the indenture; but th at's

13 the existing agreement with Bank of America, the 22nd.

14 MR. MORSE:  Your Honor, this is

15 Richard Morse from Bank of America.  And -- and t he --

16 the agreement that's been attributed to us is exa ctly

17 right.  We had agreed and are agreed to file our brief

18 in response to their summary judgment motion on t he

19 22nd.  But it sounded a few moments ago like Your

20 Honor would end up getting -- you might just want  one

21 brief.  Do you want us to combine the summary jud gment

22 brief and the pretrial brief, or not?  I 'm happy to do

23 it either way, but I just want to do it whichever  way

24 Your Honor prefers. (Telephone beeping sound).
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 1 THE COURT:  I don't mean to interfere

 2 with the schedule you've already agreed to on the

 3 summary judgment brief, Mr. Morse.

 4 MR. MORSE:  Okay.

 5 THE COURT:  It 's a l i ttle hard for me

 6 to understand -- I mean, does Bank of America pla n to

 7 have -- put witnesses on at trial?

 8 MR. MORSE:  Perhaps.  Bank of

 9 America's current plan is to next week fi le both an

10 answer to the summary judgment brief and a motion  to

11 dismiss for failure to state a claim.  And we wou ld

12 file one combined brief that deals with both of t hose

13 motions.

14 THE COURT:  You know, I don't -- with

15 all due respect, what's the point of the motion t o

16 dismiss, I mean, if you're entitled --

17 MR. MORSE:  We think their complaint

18 does not state a claim.

19 THE COURT:  If you're entit led to

20 summary judgment, if -- if when I consider their

21 summary judgment motion I conclude they're wrong and

22 you're right, wouldn't I just enter summary judgm ent

23 in your favor?

24 MR. MORSE:  Yeah, I believe you would.
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 1 THE COURT:  All r ight.

 2 MR. MORSE:  I was thinking we would

 3 make both, but perhaps you're right.  Just call i t

 4 summary judgment since that's the more appropriat e

 5 thing to do.

 6 THE COURT:  It sounds like it.  And --

 7 MR. MORSE:  Okay.

 8 THE COURT:  -- I don't know why it

 9 would require, really, a -- it 's the same brief;

10 right?

11 MR. MORSE:  Yes, it would be the same

12 brief.

13 THE COURT:  It 's exactly the same

14 issue.  It 's the same brief.  So if you want to f i le

15 your motion for summary judgment that way, go ahe ad.

16 MR. MORSE:  Okay.

17 THE COURT:  I guess what I mean is,

18 when you -- when you come to fi l ing any pretrial

19 memorandum that you plan on fi l ing, you can omit from

20 that as much or all of the matters that are -- th at

21 are covered in your summary judgment briefs as

22 possible.  And what I would envision on the pretr ial

23 is just whatever sort of factual issues and -- an d --

24 will be addressed at trial and whatever legal iss ues
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 1 are attendant to those factual issues that are

 2 different from those that are covered in the summ ary

 3 judgment briefs.

 4 Now --

 5 MR. MORSE:  Okay.

 6 THE COURT:  Now, Mr. -- Mr. Gadsden --

 7 MR. GADSDEN:  Yes, sir.  Yes, Your

 8 Honor.

 9 THE COURT:  -- you may have -- why do

10 you need essentially f ive days more than Bank of

11 America needs to fi le your response to the summar y

12 judgment?

13 MR. GADSDEN:  Your Honor, my -- my

14 thought and position was why do you need competin g

15 series of briefs?  We have a briefing schedule le ading

16 to a hearing date.  We -- we would comply with th at.

17 THE COURT:  Well, I suppose the

18 plaintiffs are anxious to see what your position is --

19 MR. GADSDEN:  Well --

20 THE COURT:  -- and they're --

21 they're --

22 MR. GADSDEN:  -- they have it from our

23 letter.

24 THE COURT:  Well, they have something
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 1 from your letter.  I guess they were anxious to s ee

 2 your legal position.  And -- and I suppose we all  are.

 3 So if you had -- had you -- what was the agreemen t you

 4 have reached with the plaintiffs up to this point ?

 5 MR. GADSDEN:  None, Your Honor.  I

 6 mean, they -- they -- they asked for an accelerat ed

 7 briefing schedule, and I -- my -- my -- my respon se

 8 was that we -- we should -- that -- that we would  have

 9 to -- go to -- speak to you to have the briefing

10 schedule set.  And our position is that it should  be

11 the existing schedule.

12 THE COURT:  All r ight.  If i t 's coming

13 to me -- 

14 UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  But Your

15 Honor -- 

16 THE COURT:  -- you're going to file

17 your answering brief on the 23rd.  You want me to

18 answer the question.  That's your answer.  And I

19 expect you all to work out a schedule for whateve r

20 pretrial submissions are necessary.

21 Now, I do not expect to decide the

22 summary judgment motion briefs in advance of tria l.

23 Now, it's possible that I wil l, but I don't expec t to.

24 Is there anything else?
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 1 (No response) 

 2 THE COURT:  Hearing nothing, we are

 3 adjourned.  Thank you.

 4 (The proceedings adjourned at 4:01 p.m.) 
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